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PNS BABUR
The second cruiser
of Pakistan Navy
PNS BABUR was named after
ZAHEERUDDIN
MUHAMMAD
BABUR, illustrious founder of
the Mughal dynasty in Indian
subcontinent, which ruled for
nearly three centuries. The first
BABUR was Dido Class light cruiser
which served PN from 1957-82.
The second was a County Class
destroyer (Ex HMS LONDON) which
operated in PN from 1982-93.

& Wigham Richardson Wallsend,
UK. Its keel was laid on 26 February
1960 and was commissioned in
Royal Navy as HMS LONDON
on 04 November 1963. First
BABUR; a Cadet Training Ship was
about 35 years old and needed
replacement. In 1980, UK offered
HMS LONDON on favorable
terms which greatly facilitated
the sea training of Saudi and PN
Cadets, Midshipmen and Sub
The ship was built by Swan Hunter Lieutenants as well as the practical

PNS BABUR, approaching Naval Berth at Karachi Harbour

training of technical officers.
HMS LONDON was taken over on
24 March 1982 by Captain
(later Rear Admiral) Mukhtar
Azam and his crew in Portsmouth.
After necessary repairs and
crew training, the ship was
commissioned on 22 April 1982
as PNS BABUR at a ceremony
held onboard at Portsmouth.

PNS BABUR left Portsmouth,
England for Pakistan on 21 May
1982. Twenty PN and forty-seven
allied Under Training Officers were
embarked onboard for sea training
before leaving Portsmouth. The
ship visited Toulon, Port Said and
Jeddah while enroute to Karachi.
PNS BABUR served as Flagship during
her sojourn with PN and participated
in numerous Ops missions. The
ship was decommissioned from
service in 1993 after rendering
11 years meritorious service
to the nation and PN.

Courtesy: PN History Cell
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PNS MOAWIN, a 17,000 tons
Fleet Tanker commissioned in
an impressive ceremony held at
Pakistan Navy Dockyard, Karachi.
President of Pakistan, Dr Arif Alvi
graced the occasion as Chief Guest.
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi was also
present on the occasion.
PNS MOAWIN is the largest
warship ever constructed in Karachi
Shipyard & Engineering Works
(KS&EW), in collaboration with M/s
Savunma Teknologiler Muhendisilik
(STM) of Turkey. The ship is capable
of performing variety of maritime
operations including provision of
logistic support to other ships at
sea through transfer of fuel and
other important military cargo.
It can carry two helicopters. The
ship is also equipped with state
of the art medical facilities and
can provide overseas support to
friendly countries during any
Humanitarian
Assistance
and
Disaster Relief.
During his welcome address, Chief
of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi highlighted that
Pakistan Navy has been striving
to achieve self-reliance in warship
construction.
Construction
of
various Naval platforms like
F-22-P Frigates, submarines and

COMMISSIONING

Commissioning of Fleet Tanker

PNS MOAWIN

A quantum leap towards indigenization and self-reliance
Combat Support Ships in Pakistan
in past and various warships and
submarine construction projects
planned in future will substantially
enhance
our
ship
building
capability.
While addressing the ceremony,
the President said that Pakistan is
blessed with immense maritime

resources which can be optimally
exploited through development
of our maritime sector or the Blue
Economy. The development of this
sector will enhance our exports,
generate employment and increase
foreign exchange, he added. He
said that with the realization
of CPEC, the maritime trade and
activity off our coast will increase

COMMISSIONING
manifold which calls for a strong
Navy to provide security and
seaward defence. He said that
government will provide all
necessary resources to enhance
the capability of Pakistan Navy and
help develop our maritime sector.
The chief guest further said
that Pakistan and Turkey have

time tested and deep rooted
relationship, and joint ventures like
PNS
MOAWIN
will
further
strengthen
these
relations
and
open
new
vistas
of
cooperation. The President also
congratulated Ministry of Defence
Production, Pakistan Navy, M/s
STM of Turkey and Karachi
Shipyard for constructing this
17,000 ton ship in Pakistan.
Besides
Federal
Ministers,
diplomatic community, notable
civilian and military officials, the
ceremony was also attended by
Turkish officials including Mr Ismael
Demir, President Turkish Defence
Industries, Mr Muhsin Dere, Deputy
Minister of Defence and other key
Turkish officials.
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OPERATIONAL

SEASPARK series of exercise have been a permanent feature of
Navy’s operational calendar of events. The Exercise is conducted to
assess war preparedness and validate operational plans of
Pakistan Navy taking cognizance of emerging regional and global
challenges

OPERATIONAL
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O p e n i n g B r i ef
Opening Brief of Pakistan
Navy’s Exercise Seaspark-18
was held at Karachi and
was graced by the Chief of
the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi as the Chief
Guest. The exercise is conducted
biennially in order to assess
war preparedness and validate
operational plans of Pakistan Navy
taking cognizance of emerging
regional and global challenges.

The Exercise spanning over two
months was conducted in Arabian
Sea all along Pakistan Coast from
Jiwani to Sir Creek. Pak Army, PAF
and representatives of Ministry of
Defense, Foreign Affairs, Interior
and Finance also participated in
the exercise. During the Opening
Brief, Deputy Chief of the Naval
Staff (Operations) presented the
overview of the exercise which
was followed by presentation of

operational plans by the Force
Commanders.
All operational units of Pakistan
Navy including ships, submarines,
aircraft, UAVs, Special Forces and
Pak Marines along with elements
of Pakistan Maritime Security
Agency (PMSA), Pak Army and
Pakistan Air Force participated in
the exercise.

OPERATIONAL
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N ava l C h i ef ’ s v i s i t t o C o a s ta l A re a
With a view to witness the
operational readiness of the
troops during Exercise SEASPARK
2018, Naval Chief visited Naval
units
and
installations
on
MAKRAN Coast including Gwadar,
Turbat and Jinnah Naval Base at
Ormara.
Upon arrival at HQ COMWEST at
Gwadar which is entrusted with
Defense and Security of Gwadar
Port, a lynchpin of CPEC, through
effective employment of Task
Force-88, Chief of the Naval Staff
was received by Commander
Coast, Rear Admiral Moazzam
llyas and Rear Admiral Faisal
Rasul Lodhi, Deputy Chief of Naval
Staff (Operations). A comprehensive

brief was presented on operational
deployment of assets along the
west coast to maintain Coastal
Security and Harbour Defence
and Ground Based Air Defence of
designated areas. Subsequently,
Chief of the Naval Staff witnessed
Live Weapon Firing of Ground
Based Surface to Air Missiles,
wherein, firing of three different
types of Air Defence Missiles was
demonstrated.
Later, Chief of the Naval Staff
visited Turbat and Jinnah Naval
Base Ormara. Upon arrival, Chief
of the Naval Staff was received
by Commander Pakistan Fleet,
Rear Admiral Muhammad Amjad
Khan Niazi. During the visit, Naval

Chief was given detailed overview/
briefings on the ongoing operational
activities at Coastal Stations Turbat
and Ormara.
The Naval Chief also interacted
with the troops at various stations
and expressed his satisfaction
on the professional excellence
and high morale of the troops in
ensuring impregnable defence of
the motherland and reaffirmed the
resolve of Pakistan Navy to ensure
seaward defence of Pakistan
and safeguard national maritime
interests at all costs. Chief of the
Naval Staff reiterated that any
misadventure by the enemy shall
be thwarted with an iron fist.

OPERATIONAL
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N ava l C h i ef rev i ew s F l e e t a c t i v i t i es
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi witnessed
the preparedness of naval combat
platforms in North Arabian Sea and
unit ashore.
Upon his arrival onboard Pakistan
Navy Ship operating in the North
Arabian
Sea,
Admiral
Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi was received by
Commander Pakistan Fleet, Rear
Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi. Deputy Chief of Naval Staff
(Operations), Rear Admiral Faisal
Rasul Lodhi was also present.

Chief of the Naval Staff was given
detailed briefings on conduct of
the exercise and deployment of
PN assets at sea including ships,
submarines, aircraft along with
elements of PMSA and PAF.
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi
expressed
satisfaction
and
confidence in the operational
capabilities of Pakistan Navy and
urged that the prevalent challenges
necessitate
eternal
vigilance
and operational readiness to
safeguard the national maritime
interests. The Naval Chief also

interacted with the crew of the
Ships
and
lauded
their
professionalism and dedication
while performing the sacred duties
of defending maritime frontiers of
the Motherland.
Chief of the Naval Staff also
attended operational briefings
of
Force
Commanders
at
PNS
BAHADUR,
Karachi
to
review
and
validate
their deployment/ exercise plans.
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OPERATIONAL

N ava l C h i ef ’ s v i s i t t o C re e k s A re a
Chief of the Naval Staff visited
forward posts of Pak Marines along
Sir Creek to review the Pak Marines
formations.
Upon Arrival at different posts in
the Creeks area, Chief of the Naval
Staff was received by Commander
Coast, Rear Admiral Moazzam
ilyas and Commander Karachi Rear
Admiral, Asif Khaliq.
Comprehensive briefings were
given to Chief of the Naval Staff
about the troops deployed for
the defence of Creeks Area which
constitutes South Eastern maritime
boundary of Pakistan. Chief of
the Naval Staff also inspected the
forward locations and appreciated
the alertness, commitment and
readiness of deployed troops.
He directed to ensure optimal
utilization of latest weaponry/
equipment with motivation and
alacrity in order to safeguard
maritime
boundaries
of
Pakistan. Chief of the Naval Staff
commended officers and men for
maintaining high morale, courage
and spirit of sacrifice to defend
frontiers of the country.
While interacting with troops,
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi

expressed great satisfaction on
the operational readiness and
lauded their level of motivation
and determination to safeguard
maritime frontiers of the country
at
critical
area
under
harsh topographic environment
comprising marshes, swamps and
unpredictable waterways. Rear
Admiral, Faisal Rasul Lodhi, Deputy
Chief of Naval Staff (Operations)
was also present on the occasion.
Earlier, Chief of the Naval Staff

also
visited
Joint
Maritime
Information & Coordination Centre
(JMICC) at Manora, Karachi. The
Naval Chief was given detailed
briefings on the operational
aspects in the presence of other
maritime stakeholders. JMICC has
been established by the Pakistan
Navy to harmonize the efforts of
all maritime stakeholders through
timely gathering and sharing
of information to effectively
safeguard maritime interests of
Pakistan.
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L i v e We a po n F i r i n g
In an impressive display, Pakistan
Navy Destroyers demonstrated
their fire power (Missile Firings)
in North Arabian Sea. Chairman
Joint Chief of Staff Committee,
General Zubair Mahmood Hayat,
as the Chief Guest witnessed
Live Weapon Firing from PNS
MOAWIN; a newly commissioned
Combat Logistic Support Ship. Fire
power demonstration was also
witnessed by Chief of Air Staff, Air
Chief Marshal Mujahid Anwar Khan
and Senior officers from the three
Services.
The event was conducted at the
culmination of Sea Phase of Major
Maritime Exercise Seaspark-18.
Chief of Air Staff also appreciated
the joint operations especially the
enhanced coordination between PN

and PAF in Maritime domain.
The Anti Ship Missiles were
successfully fired by Pakistan
Navy Ships SHAMSHEER and
SHAHJAHAN. The live firings at sea
remained highly successful as both
missiles hit their targets affirming
PN war fighting capability.
Chief of the Naval Staff at the
occasion stated that Pakistan Navy
is ready in all respects to defeat
any misadventure and aggression
against Pakistan in the Maritime
Domain. Pakistan Navy Fleet is
a four dimensional force which
is combat ready and prepared to
tackle Grey Hybrid Warfare threat.
“Firing of Missiles is an expression
of our resolve to shoulder the
sacred responsibility of defending

Pakistan. PN has also initiated
RMSP in line with national objectives
and international obligations to
maintain peace and order at sea in
the region and beyond”, He said.
Later, Chief Guest reviewed Fleet
units and Fly Past by Naval Air Arm.
Chief Guest applauded operational
readiness of PN Fleet and
commended officers and men of
Pakistan Navy for their commitment
in the line of duty. He added that
Pakistan Navy has transformed
into a strong and formidable force
in protecting national maritime
interests in the region and
beyond.

Exercise SEASPARK 2018 will
afford opportunity to enhance
combat readiness of Pakistan
Navy and interoperability with
sister services as well. Besides
enhancement
of
operational
preparedness, the exercise also
focused on seaward defence
including defence of maritime
component of CPEC and response
against threats emanating from
sea and land
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The closing and prize distribution
ceremony of Chief of the
Naval Staff Open Asian Tour Golf
Championship 2018 was held at
picturesque Karachi Golf Club.
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi graced the
occasion as Chief Guest.
Tirawat
Kaewsiribandit
from
Thailand won the CNS Open Asian
Tour Golf Championship 2018 with
a score of 12 under par on the last
day of the game. He was awarded
the winner trophy and the prize

SPORTS

money of $ 54,000 by the Chief
Guest.
The four day long championship
was open to professional category.
More than 60 golfers representing
various countries including Austria,
Australia,
Bangladesh,
China,
England, India, Indonesia, Ireland,
Malaysia,
Philippines,
Serbia,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Thailand,
Venezuela and USA participated
in the tournament. The top five
ranking international participants
were Suradit Yongcharoenchai

(Thailand), Tirawat Kaewsiribandit
(Thailand), Namchok Tantipokhakul
(Thailand),
Wolmer
Murillo
(Venezuela)
and
Nattawat
Suvajanakorn (Thailand).
More than 70 national golfers
also participated in the four
day championship.
Muhammad
Shabbir Iqbal, Matloob Ahmed,
Muhammad Munir, Muhammad
Ashfaq, Waheed Baloch and
Hamza Ameen were among the
top ranking national participants.

SPORTS
Prize money of this international
event being held in Pakistan after
11
years
was
$300,000/.
In
addition
prize
of
Hole-in-One
included
Toyota
Fortuner
SUV
Car
as
st
1
Hole-in-One and Suzuki
600cc
Heavy
Bike
as
2nd Hole-in-One which could
not be won by any player.
Jakhrapan
Premsirigorn
and
Namchok
Tantipokhakul
both
from Thailand secured the runner
up position with a score of 11
under par in the tournament.
Muhammad Munir of Pakistan
managed to score the fourth
position with 10 under par.
Vice President KGC Mr. Hussain
Haroon,
Tournament
Director
Asian Tour Unho park and Chief
Executive of UMA Mr. Sohail
Shams (lead sponsor) appreciated
the untiring efforts of the
organizers while addressing the
audience. The Foreign golfers also
appreciated Pakistan Navy and
PGF for the arrangements and
hospitality and expressed hope
to return to the greens of KGC
soon in near future.
Chief Guest of the ceremony,
Admiral Zafar Mehmood Abbasi
awarded prizes among the prize
winners. The ceremony was
attended by a large number of
dignitaries from armed forces, civil
organizations and golfers of the
country.
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OPERATIONAL

PNS SAIF participation in
PA K - T U R K B i l a t e ra l N ava l E xe rc i s e s

M AV I B A L I NA & T U R G U T R E I S - I I
Pakistan
Navy
Ship
SAIF
visited Port Aksaz, Turkey and
participated
in
Exercises
MAVI
BALINA
2018
and
2nd
PN-TN
Bilateral
Exercise TURGUTREIS-II.
These exercises were aimed to
enhance interoperability between
participating
navies
through
development
of
combined
tactics, techniques and practices.
Upon arrival at Port Aksaz, PNS
SAIF was received by Naval attaché
(Pakistan) and Turkish Navy
officials.
Exercise MAVI BALINA 2018 was
conducted in three phases; harbour,
sea and analysis. Harbour phase of
exercise was conducted at Aksaz
Naval Base and was aimed at
creating an interactive environment
between the participating navies.
Activities of harbour phase
included pre-sail conferences,
coordination
meetings
and
communication checks.
Sea
phases
of
Exercise
MAVI BALINA conducted in East
Mediterranean Sea, encompassing

entire spectrum of Maritime
operations starting with basic
and culminating at advance
level exercises which included

Flag Officer Commanding Aksaz
Naval Base and Real Admiral
Hasan Ozyurt, Southern Task
Group Commander.

Combined
Anti
Submarine
Exercises (CASEXes), Air Defence
Exercise (ADEX), Gunnery Firings
and Surface Warfare Exercises
(SURFEX) etc.

During the call-on, Rear Admiral
Asif Khaliq conveyed well wishes
from Admiral Zafar Mahmood
Abbasi to the people of Turkey
in general and Turkish Navy in
particular. He also extended
his gratitude for whole hearted
support provided by the Turkish
Navy and Aksaz Port authorities
in making the ship’s stay
comfortable.

Rear
Admiral
Asif
Khaliq,
Commander Karachi represented
Chief of the Naval Staff, during his
visit to Turkey.
The Admiral called-on senior
Naval Officials of Turkish Navy
and other dignitaries including
Rear Admiral Semih Ozanguc,

Pakistan and Turkey enjoy
brotherly relations and friendship
among both the countries is

OPERATIONAL

time tested. Pakistan Navy has
deep rooted and cordial relations
with Turkish Navy. In this regard,
Pakistan and Turkey have come
a long way in terms of mutual
collaboration, in the form of
regular interactions, visit of
senior leadership, construction of
naval ships, training cooperation
and participation in bilateral
& multi-national exercises and
exhibitions. Participation of PNS
SAIF in these exercises was also
aimed at further strengthening
the bond of friendship between
Pakistan and Turkey in pursuance
of Government of Pakistan
policies to enhance friendly
relations.
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PN Communication and Electronic Warfare
Proficiency Competition – 2018
Prize Distribution Ceremony of
PN Communication and Electronic
Warfare Proficiency Competitions
2018 was held at SNOPs
Auditorium
PNS
BAHADUR.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi, graced the
occasion as Chief Guest.
A total of 53 competitors of 06
teams participated in the 24th PN
Electronic Warfare Proficiency
Competition 2018. EW proficiency
consisted of 11 individual events.
A total of 117 competitors
of 09 teams from various
Commands participated in the
PN
Communication
46th
Proficiency Competition 2018.
The
competition
consisted
of
12
individual
events.
Rear Admiral Zahid iIlyas, Director
General C4I, in his welcome address
highlighted the importance of
Communication and Electronic
Warfare in Naval Warfare and in
the battle field. He emphasized the

fact that, in any future conflict the
battle waged over electromagnetic
spectrum will be pivotal to shape
the outcome of war and it was
important that Communication
and EW practitioners are afforded
an opportunity to gauge and hone
their
skills
through
intense
competition and tests.
Speaking on the occasion, the
Naval Chief highlighted the fact
that our adversary is heavily
investing
in
the
fields
of
Communications and EW, hence
it demands highest degree of
readiness at our end both in
terms of professionalism and
technologies to use Electromagnetic
spectrum
to
our
benefit.
He further added that indigenous
development of Cypher Equipment
and Software Defined Radios is
a step in right direction. We need
to further polish our skills to use
new systems in best possible ways
to accrue maximum benefit from
growing technologies. He also
emphasized on the requirement

to maintaining spiritual motivation
and readiness. He congratulated
winning teams and individuals
while appreciating enthusiasm of
the participants.
DESRON-25 team was declared
winner
of
EW
Proficiency
Competition 2018 while Costal
Command team received runner up
trophy.
Runner Up Trophy for the
Communication Proficiency 2018
went to COMKAR Command
and combined team of HAIDER/
KARACHI WIRELESS and BEAMER
lifted the Winner’s Trophy.
Chief
Judges
of
both
the
competitions presented resume
of
EW
and
Communication
competitions respectively.
On the Occasion, prizes were
awarded to winners of Competitions
in the individual and team event
categories.
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INAUGURATION

Inauguration of
F-22P MCR & BPCC Simulator
and CIWS BLK-1B Vista Trainers Lab

Inauguration
Ceremony
of
F-22P Machine Control Room
(MCR) & Bridge Pilotage Control
Console (BPCC) Simulator and
CIWS BLK-1B VISTA Trainers Lab
was held at ME & WE School,
PNS KARSAZ. Rear Admiral Asif
Khaliq Commander Karachi graced
the occasion as Chief Guest.
F-22P Machine Control Room
(MCR) & Bridge Pilotage Control
Console
(BPCC)
Simulators
are completely developed and
fabricated indigenously in Pakistan
by the joint efforts of PN and MTC.
These simulators are developed
to train F-22P Ship’s crew on
the operations and management
facility of all machinery/ equipment
and sensors as per onboard F-22P
Ships. Addition of these simulators
at PNS KARSAZ is a significant
Canada.
CIWS
Blk-1B
VISTA
enhancement in training facilitation
trainers were procured by PN
for ME Branch trainees/ ship’s crew
as part of LOA PKP-LCL-009 in
without any hazard.
2014. It is the only Maintenance
Trainer/ Simulator available in PN
VISTA is the acronym of Visual
with High Fidelity representation
Interactive Simulation Training
of Equipment with its logical
Application and trade name of
behaviors.
Synthetic Maintenance Trainers
(Simulators) of Lockheed Martin
Chief Guest appreciated the

efforts put in by all to convert the
concept into reality. He urged all
concerned to train SUTs through
practical demonstration/ utilization
of these simulators prior their
deployment on actual equipment.
He further appreciated the efforts
of the unit and teaching staff for
achieving the success in training
facilities.

OPERATIONAL
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PN-RN Bilateral Exercise

FREE OSPREY 2018
Pakistan Navy and UK Royal
Navy Bilateral Command Post
Exercise (CPX) ‘Free Osprey 2018’
was conducted. Free Osprey is a
regular feature between Pakistan
Navy and UK Royal Navy and
current exercise was 7th of the Free
Osprey series. The major objectives
of the exercise were:
• To further bilateral relations
between PN-RN through mutual
exchange of maritime experience
and fellowship.
• To consolidate the participants’
understanding of the principles of
the 6 Step Operational Estimate
Process.
• To act as CTG staff and conduct
collaborative planning for the
maritime element of Combined and
Joint Campaign.
• To explore the utility of the
elements of a maritime TG in
Combined and Joint operations.
• To expose participants to Hybrid
Warfare, Information Warfare in
maritime campaign (especially
Cyber Warfare and Social Media),
Full Spectrum Targeting, Red
Teaming and Joint Action.
Commodore M Faisal Abbasi,
COMDESRON-25
was
overall
coordinator of the exercise and
also graced the closing ceremony
as Chief Guest. During the closing
ceremony,
participants
were
awarded certificates while best
participant in each syndicate was
awarded separately. Royal Navy
Team leader, Cdr Rob Baillie RN
highlighted the salient aspects of

exercise scenario and operational
Courses of Action (COAs) developed
by syndicates. Speaking on
the occasion, COMDESRON-25
emphasized
on
efficacy
of
Operational
Level
Planning.
He appreciated the dedication
and commitment shown by RN

delegation and highlighted the
long association between both
navies. He appreciated the efforts
made by PN participants in
conduct of exercise and respective
stake holders for admin/ logistic
arrangements.

LITERARY
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Ubaid Ahmed

Artificial
Intelligence
Transpiring journey to Counter Terrorism
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the
arena of counter-terrorism is
one of the quickest developing
segments of security programming.
Artificial intelligence is essentially
the intelligence of machines; it’s
an area of computer sciences
that emphasizes the creation of
intelligent machines that work and
reacts like humans.
A standout among the most critical
applications
of
computerized
reasoning is the gathering and
processing of the collected data.

One really cannot wage a
conventional
war
against
terrorism, yet a vital component
for battling fear-based oppression
in the words of Sun Tzu is great
knowledge, that is to say a good
intelligence. The finest way to
ensure the protection of our
assets and to detain terrorists
is to comprehend what they are
planning ahead of the execution of
their plans. So, one of the central
obstructions in this fight is not
just the securing of the essential
insights, but also that very capacity

to process the majority of gathered
information.
Artificial
Intelligence
(AI)
is
progressively
utilized
as
a
part of a blend with physical
reconnaissance.
Rather
than
simply having a man watching a
bank of security screens, an AIupgraded CCTV framework cannot
only spot potential issues itself,
but also signals the security staff.
However, the recognition abilities
that many of these frameworks
have are also to a certain degree

LITERARY
helpful in fighting terrorism.
The gravest threats to the lives
and liberties of humanity are the
ones posed by terrorism and that
too in its different manifestations;
the relentless diffusion of deadly
technologies allows progressively
smaller
groups
to
wreak
increasingly greater destruction.
Globalization
has
enhanced
terrorists’
ability
to
travel,
communicate,
and
transport
weapons. Cyber Threat is the
greatest threat to the national
security of nation-states, as it
appears now and in future; the
framework of warfare is basically
changing.
Each familiar luxury we enjoy in
the internet can be pivoted on us
and utilized against us. At the point
when the aim is there, a cyberhacker may take our data freely
to disturb and create fear
practically
identical
to
conventional terrorism or that
particular hacker may also try to
breach those Permissive Action
Links (PALS) encrypted on the
nuclear warheads.
Terrorists now are ‘embracing
the web’ more than ever before.
Fanatics of all brands are
progressively using social media to
recruit, radicalize and raise funds
and the most adroit expert of this
approach is the Islamic State (IS).
They have been very fluent on
social media. Similarly they are also
now able to hide their identities
using encryption tools which
were once only available with the
government agencies.
Furthermore, another vital problem
here is the nature and form of
the content being posted by
these groups and that is usually
‘video’. While, photographs could
easily be scanned, videos make
screening and scanning a bit
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more problematical because of
the different individual frames
within.
On
Facebook
alone,
around 100 million videos are
watched daily, which is a huge
amount to moderate. The story
does
not
end
here;
the
aforementioned
problem
is
amplified
by
copies
and
shared content, all of which
can be re-posted even if the
original is removed somehow.
However, to save millions of life
from the jeopardy of terrorism and
the aforesaid cyberspace problem,
new tools must be developed
and in the near future Artificial
Intelligence
(AI)
would
be
managing
the
process.
AI
also
uses
image
matching
techniques, which allows the site

to recognize and prevent the
upload of terrorist propaganda
images or videos that have
previously been flagged. Likewise
it is also experimenting with
language
understanding
to
recognize
terrorist
content
through “text-based signals.”
The field of AI is progressing
quickly and will keep on having
numerous applications in the
battle against dread or to say in
the fight against terror. Currently,
however, the progressions in
these sorts of projects are not so
prodigious that we can rely upon
them to supplant humans who have
the capacity to utilize rationale,
but in the years to come AI would
holistically
revolutionize
the
security paradigm.
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INDUCTION/ KEEL LAYING

Induction of 32 Tons BP TUG

Handing Over ceremony of 32
Tons Bollard Pull Tug built for
Pakistan Navy was held at
Karachi Shipyard & Engineering
Works (KS&EW). Rear Admiral
Ather Mukhtar, Deputy Chief of
Naval Staff (Project) graced the
occasion as Chief Guest.
The Tug has a 34 meter overall
length with a displacement of
481 tons. It has maximum speed
of 12 knots and propelled by 2 x
Diesel Engines and same number
of Azimuth Thrusters. It is fitted
with a very robust fendering
arrangement for all round tugging
operations of almost all sizes of
ships and crafts of Pakistan Navy.
On the occasion, the Honorable
Chief Guest said that this project
is indeed a manifestation of the
vision of Pakistan Navy to pursue
self reliance in field of ship’s
construction.
He
appreciated

Ministry of Defence Production
and Karachi Shipyard for their
valuable contribution towards
attaining goal of self-reliance in
the field of ship building. He said
that Karachi Shipyard is one of the
few public sector industries which
has made a remarkable turnaround
in last decade and is playing a
pivotal role in supporting all
components of national maritime
sector.
Earlier MD KS&EW, Rear Admiral
Ather Saleem in his welcome
address thanked Pakistan Navy

and MoDP for their continued
support. He said that this project
has been completed with self
sufficiency in all phases of
construction and no foreign
assistance has been sought. He
also briefed about the ongoing
Shipbuilding, Ship Repair and
General Engineering activities at
KS&EW. He assured that each and
every worker of Karachi Shipyard
is
ready,
prepared
and
committed
to
complete
all
assigned projects on time while
meeting
international
quality
standards.

Keel Laying of OPV-II
Keel Laying Ceremony of 2nd
Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)
being constructed for Pakistan
Navy was conducted at M/s
DAMEN Shipyard Galati, Romania.
Capt Imtiaz Ali, CNO (Romania),
management of M/s DAMEN
Headquarters (Netherlands and
Galati
Shipyard
(Romania)
attended the ceremony.
Contract for two state of the art,
multi-purpose Offshore Patrol
Vessels for Pakistan Navy, was
signed between Ministry of
Defence Production and M/s
DAMEN, Netherlands. OPV will
significantly enhance the combat
capabilities and capacity for peace
and military/ war time operations
of Pakistan Navy.

Induction of both OPVs will further
augment the initiative of PN for
independently conducting Regional
Maritime Security Patrol of Indian
Ocean Region for protection of
national and international shipping
against threats of Maritime
terrorism, piracy, narcotics, arms
smuggling and human trafficking
etc.

Offshore Patrol Vessels are
very
capable
and
potent
platforms
and
will
further
add to the capability of Pakistan
Navy.
The
installation
of
weapons and sensors on said
platforms
will
significantly
enhance the combat capabilities
of Pakistan Navy.

